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Abstract—Many existing methods formulate the action prediction task as recognizing early parts of actions in trimmed videos. In this paper, we focus on predicting actions from ongoing untrimmed videos where actions might not happen at the very beginning of videos. It is extremely challenging to predict actions in such untrimmed videos due to ambiguous or even no information of actions in the early parts of videos. To address this problem, we propose a prediction confidence that assesses the decision quality of a prediction model. Guided by the confidence, the model continuously refines the prediction results by itself with the increasing observed video frames. Specifically, we build a Self Prediction Refining Network (SPR-Net) which incrementally learns the confidence for action prediction. SPR-Net consists of three modules: a temporal hybrid network, an incremental confidence learner, and a self-refining Gumbel softmax sampler. The temporal hybrid network generates the action category distributions by integrating static scene and dynamic motion information. The incremental confidence learner calculates the confidence in an incremental manner, judging the extent to which the temporal hybrid network should believe its prediction result. The self-refining Gumbel softmax sampler models the mutual relationship between the prediction confidence and the category distribution, which enables them to be jointly learned in an end-to-end fashion. We also present a sparse self-attention mechanism to encode local spatio-temporal features into the frame-level motion representation to further improve the prediction performance. Extensive experiments on five datasets (i.e., UT-Interaction, BIT-Interaction, UCF101, THUMOS14, and ActivityNet) validate the effectiveness of the proposed method.

Index Terms—Action prediction, decision confidence, hybrid networks, attention mechanism.

I. INTRODUCTION

ACTION prediction in videos refers to inferring the action label in an ongoing video with high categorization accuracy and low observational latency. It has a variety of applications such as intelligent video surveillance and autonomous navigation. Most existing methods [1]–[10] predict actions in trimmed videos. They mainly focus on discovering discriminative clues from onsets of actions to make predictions.

However, most of the realistic videos are untrimmed with plenty of various backgrounds or idle streams at the beginning, and it is unrealistic to trim an ongoing video before the prediction.

In this paper, we deal with a more practicable and general task of predicting actions in both untrimmed and trimmed videos. The problem is challenging due to the ambiguous or even no information of actions in the early stage of videos. Fortunately, some informative and action-related clues from the early video frames before the happening of an action can help predict category label to some extent. For example, one can tell that someone is going to dive at the sight of the springboard and swimming pool. The information of “springboard” and “swimming pool” is important for predicting the action of diving. However, in the process of action prediction, whether the observed information is sufficient to infer correct category labels remains agnostic to the predictor, which is quite different from typical cognitive tasks such as action recognition [11]–[16] and multimedia event detection [17]–[19]. In practice, the sufficiency of the information for decision-making is not absolutely agnostic for human, because human brain can generate a self-assessment, namely confidence, to adjust the decision. The process is referred to as metacognition in the literatures of psychology [20], [21]. So it is more suitable to regard action prediction as a dynamic process involving metacognition, rather than just a cognitive task of recognizing an action in a partly available video.

Therefore, we formulate the action prediction in untrimmed videos as a metacognitive process. Accordingly, three issues need to be addressed: (1) When the observed information is enough for making a prediction? It is essential to indicate when the decision is reliably made for prediction, because in the already observed video stream, the information might be insufficient to lead to misclassification. In this paper, we introduce the concept of confidence to judge the quality of decisions. (2) What information should be used for action prediction? Since there is ambiguous information in videos, such as cluttered backgrounds and irrelevant actions, which will degrade the prediction performance, learning discriminative feature representations from the observed video stream becomes an important issue for accurately predicting actions. (3) How to fully exploit the relationship between the aforementioned two issues? The issues of “when” and “what” are obviously related to each other. On one hand, the confidence serves as a judgment on the discriminative power of the currently available information, so as to guide the prediction model to learn robust and discriminative representations. On the other
hand, the learning procedure of feature representations can affect the value of confidence to encourage the prediction model to make correct decisions in a timely manner. So the joint learning of “when” and “what” can boost the prediction performance.

In order to address the above three issues, we propose a Self Prediction Refining Network, called SPR-Net, which incrementally learns the confidence values to automatically refine the results of action prediction. We factorize the prediction task into estimating the confidence of prediction via an incremental confidence learner and learning the discriminative representation for classification via a temporal hybrid network, addressing the issues of “when” and “what”, respectively. To jointly learn these two sub-tasks to make them benefit each other, a self-refining Gumbel softmax sampler is proposed, which handles the “how” issue. Fig. 1 illustrates the procedure of action prediction by SPR-Net.

To be specific, the prediction confidence is the embodiment of information and becomes higher as the amount of information increases. Intuitively, the increment of the confidence value at each time step depends on the criticality and freshness of the information currently. Therefore, we propose the incremental confidence learner to dynamically update the confidence.

In order to classify action categories, it is necessary to represent the detailed action-related patterns from the observed videos. The temporal hybrid network, which consists of an RNN layer with GRUs and a 1D convolutional layer (Conv1D), is introduced to exploit action-related information for generating the distributions of action categories. The RNN with GRUs [22] represents contextual scene information in the observed video stream, and Conv1D describes the salient patterns of videos via the convolutional operations.

The self-refining Gumbel softmax sampler models the mutual relationship of the prediction confidence and the category distribution. This sampler adjusts the smoothness of the category distribution according to the prediction confidence via a re-parametrization procedure. In the first few frames containing ambiguous action patterns, the sampler generates a relative low confidence value as well as Gumbel random variables to make the output distribute evenly for exploring more possible action categories. When it comes to frames containing key information, the increased confidence will enforce the distributions to approximate to one-hot vectors, which contributes to easier convergence of training. Through the learning of the self-refining Gumbel softmax sampler, the adjusted confidence helps discover more discriminative information for the correct category distribution, and the refined category distribution facilitates timely predictions by forcing the model to generate high confidence early.

We also integrate a Sparse Self-Attention (SSA) module into SPR-Net to represent motion information at each time step. The SSA module performs multiple self-attention operations to fuse the local spatio-temporal motion features into a unified frame-level feature. The self-attention mechanism captures different aspects with regard to the motion of short video clip ahead of the current time step. Instead of the softmax activation, we use the sparsemax [23] to force the attention weights to be sparse, since the sparsemax truncates some noisy information to zero and reduces the strong constraint of the penalty term to guarantee the variety of attention operations.

Experiments on five publicly available video datasets demonstrate that our method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods. Overall, the main contributions are:

- We propose the prediction confidence to predict actions with low observation latency in untrimmed videos by formulating the action prediction as a metacognitive process.
- We build a novel deep neural network called SPR-Net for confidence-based action prediction, involving an incremental confidence learner, a temporal hybrid network and a self-refining Gumbel softmax sampler, which can be trained in an end-to-end manner.
- We develop a new sparse self-attention module to effectively represent motion information of actions, which can also be easily integrated into other networks for action analysis.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Action Prediction

Traditional action prediction methods focus on inferring ongoing actions from the onsets of action videos, which is first defined by Ryoo [1]. Early approaches are based on conventional machine learning methodologies. Ryoo [1] generated integral and dynamic bag-of-words for action prediction. Yu et al. [2] managed to match the training and test videos by a random forest structure to predict future actions. The methods of [2], [10] predict the locations and labels of actions via multiple-level features. In [3], [7], [24], action is predicted by SVMs. Lan et al. [4] proposed a structured hierarchical model to predict actions before they are actually executed.
Singh et al. [25] detected spatial-temporal action location and leveraged the localization result to predict actions in videos. Lai et al. [26] exploited a global-local temporal model that applies temporal saliency to adapt the contribution of each local-temporal distance for prediction.

With the rapid development of deep learning, recurrent neural network (RNN) has been widely explored, and long short-term memory (LSTM) methods have attracted increasing attentions in the field of action prediction. The methods in [6], [8] penalize classification mistakes over time by designing new losses for anticipating actions. Kong et al. [9] utilized a bi-directional LSTM by adding residual connections for action prediction. Hu et al. [27] introduced several soft regression-based models that consider both subsequence and discrepancy of soft labels for both RGB and RGB-D action prediction. Zhao and Wildes [28] learned to propagate residuals of each frame to learn compact spatiotemporal representation of partial videos. Other deep learning based methods resort to transferring knowledge from full videos to represent partial videos for action prediction. Kong et al. [29] adopt adversarial learning to learn discriminative representation of partial videos from full videos. Cai et al. [30] learned feature embeddings and classifier from full videos to improve the prediction performances of partial videos. Wang et al. [31] proposed a teacher-student learning method that distills knowledge from action recognition network for action prediction. The latent global network [32] provides complementary information of full videos to local temporal information for improving skeleton-based action prediction.

All the aforementioned methods predict action labels only when the actors start to perform, which refers to anticipating actions in trimmed videos. Our method can cope with untrimmed videos of which the onsets might not contain any related actions by exploiting the underlying key information of actions. Liu et al. [33], [34] dealt with 3D streaming sequence containing multiple action instances. Different from them, we focus on predicting actions in untrimmed videos containing background before action starts.

Several other approaches aim at predicting future actions that are different from the current observed one by using temporal detection annotations [35]–[39]. The system in [40] predicts atomic actions to construct the overall activity in the video. Although these methods claim that they can deal with untrimmed videos, our method is different from them. They focus on forecasting future actions with the current observed actions as a prior knowledge. In contrast, our goal is to predict the category of the incoming or ongoing action in a video accurately and timely. There are some works [41]–[43] of predicting human motion, and our work differs from them in dealing with predicting action category labels.

B. Decision Confidence

Confidence refers to a measure of human decision quality, which has been widely studied in the field of psychology [44]–[47]. As a type of metacognitive judgment, confidence plays a crucial role in human metacognition, such as serving as a guidance for making further decision [48] or integrating different options of decision [49]. Several researches [50], [51] in experimental psychology suggest that confidence and decision should be modeled separately and in parallel in an architecture. There are also evidences [21] in neuroscience suggesting that the parts of the confidence coding and the decision-making are in separate areas. Fleming and Dow [52] proved that confidence operating as a second-order computation of the decision is suitable in a general framework for metacognitive computation. The framework represents the decision and confidence variables as two segregated but correlated hidden states. The decision is derived from the hidden state of decision variable, and the calculation of confidence is conditioned on the confidence variables and the decision. Encouraged by these findings, we build SPR-Net to separately calculate the prediction decision and confidence, and make them affect each other during training.

The concept of confidence has also been applied to several visual tasks, such as object detection and tracking. Ellickly and Sharma [53] presented a framework of stochastic progressive association across multiple frames and used the confidence to decide whether to maintain the tracking windows or not. Guo et al. [54] encoded prior information in frames as the confidence of training samples, and proposed a max-confidence boosting algorithm for visual tracking. Bae and Yoon [55] proposed an online tracking method based on the tracklet confidence. Michael et al. [56], [57] built frameworks with continuous confidence of detectors for multi-person tracking. Other detection or tracking methods [58]–[60] treat the confidence as a selection metric. Online action detection methods [61], [62] calculate the confidence score for judging whether the current time step is an action or not. Shou et al. [63] used the confidence to measure the action start time in videos. These above-mentioned works learn confidence as a threshold to make a decision, and assume that the decision probability and confidence are identical. Different from them, our method separately learns the decision and confidence in parallel, and exploits the relationship between them for action prediction.

C. Attention Mechanism for Video Representation

Recently, attention mechanism has been employed to represent videos [15], [64]–[66] by aggregating local features. For one kind of local features, these methods apply attention operation only once. Our sparse self-attention module can capture multiple aspects of action videos using repetitive attention operations. It is more reasonable because a video clip might contain multiple features worthy of attention, and only one attention operation is not adequate for capturing all the information. Du et al. [67] proposed a spatial-temporal attention module with LSTM to capture global action representations, and developed an actor-attention regularization to focus on local salient regions of the frames. Long et al. [68] generated action clusters by applying multiple attention operations, and replaced the penalty by a shifting operation to make learning easy. The shifting operation will add more parameters to ensure the diversity of features after different attention operations. Our method can weaken the strong restrictions of
the penalty without introducing any extra parameters. Also, the sparsity of our method can remove the redundancy via the repetitive attention operations.

III. SELF PREDICTION REFINING NETWORK (SPR-NET)

The architecture overview of SPR-Net is illustrated in Fig. 2. Each input action video at current time step is represented by the frame-level scene feature using ResNet-152 [69] and the local spatio-temporal features using Res3D [70]. The local spatio-temporal features are then spatially aggregated into the frame-level motion features via the Sparse Self-Attention (SSA) module, which will be elaborated on in Sec. IV. After that, these frame-level features are fed into SPR-Net. In the following subsections, we will introduce the three components of SPR-Net, i.e., the temporal hybrid network, the incremental confidence learner, and the self-refining Gumbel softmax.

A. Temporal Hybrid Network

To effectively utilize the frame-level scene and motion information to represent the observed video information for generating the category distribution of actions, we build a new temporal hybrid network which contains a single layer RNN with GRUs and a single layer Conv1D. The RNN with GRUs is applied to record the historical frame-level scene information. We use GRUs in the interest of computational speed. Since multiple convolution operations have a good property of representing a variety of discriminative patterns for classification, we use Conv1D after GRUs to generate the action category distributions.

Specifically, the frame-level scene features of the observed videos are integrated into a vector that carries contextual scene information via RNNs with GRUs. The vector is then combined with the frame-level motion feature via the concatenation operation. Before the concatenation, the two features, i.e., the contextual scene feature and the frame-level motion feature, are aligned by the layer normalization operation [71], because these two kinds of features are inconsistent in scale and only using concatenation can cause the loss function to be trapped in NaN in the training procedure. Layer normalization is applied independently to the elements within a feature vector, so it is of great convenience to handle the feature vectors with varied temporal dimensions. Taking a $D$-dimensional contextual scene feature $s^f = [s^f_1, \ldots, s^f_P] \in \mathbb{R}^D$ at time step $t$ as an example, the layer normalization is given by

$$
\hat{s}^f = \frac{\alpha \odot (s^f - \mu \cdot 1)}{\sigma} + \beta,
$$

where $\mu$ and $\sigma$ are the mean and the standard deviation of $\{s^f_i\}_{i=1}^P$, respectively. $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are the learnable parameters of this layer. $\odot$ denotes the element-wise product. As can easily inferred from Eq. (1), features after layer normalization are invariant to their former scale because the minus operation of $\mu$ and the division operation of $\sigma$ decorrelate features with the scale.

After the concatenation operation, Conv1D is used to exploit action-related information for generating the category distribution at the current time step, as shown in Fig. 3. In this work, the 1D convolutions operate on the temporal dimension with the kernel size of $p$. Note that the outputs of the current time step are derived from the “past” input data, so the very first of the input features should be padded with $p − 1$ zero vectors. The number of input channels of the 1D convolutional kernels is the dimension of the input feature vector.

B. Incremental Confidence Learner

The incremental confidence learner is developed with the hypothesis that the confidence value depends on whether the currently observed information has occurred before (freshness) and whether the currently observed information is helpful to predict the action category (criticality). The confidence $\hat{c}^t$ at the time step $t$ is calculated as

$$
\hat{c}^t = \begin{cases} 
0, & t = 0, \\
\hat{c}^{t-1} + \Delta^t, & t \in \mathbb{N}^+, 
\end{cases}
$$
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where $\Delta^t$ is the increment of the confidence value depending on the frame-level motion feature $v^t$ and the frame-level scene feature $r^t$, and $N^+$ is a set of all the positive integers. For clarity, we define the feature $f^t$ for generating the confidence value as

$$f^t = f(v^t, r^t),$$

where $f(\cdot)$ is a nonlinear function implemented by a neural network that takes the concatenation of $v^t$ and $r^t$ as input. Using $f^t$, the confidence increment $\Delta^t$ is given by

$$\Delta^t = \omega^t \cdot g(f^t),$$

where $g(\cdot)$ maps $f^t$ from high dimensional vector space to the positive real space $R^+$ to guarantee that the confidence value is monotonically non-decreasing over time. $\omega^t$ is a scale factor that measures the dissimilarity of frames between the current and previous time steps:

$$\omega^t = \begin{cases} 1, & t = 1, \\ \min_i <d(f^t, f^i)), & t \in N^+ \text{ and } t > 1. \end{cases}$$

$d(\cdot, \cdot)$ calculates the distance as

$$d(f^t, f^i) = \frac{1 - \langle f^t, f^i \rangle}{2},$$

where $\langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle$ denotes the cosine similarity. To hold the range of the confidence value, we limit the confidence value as

$$c^t = \gamma \cdot \text{sigmoid}(\eta c^t),$$

where sigmoid($\cdot$) is a sigmoid activation function, and $\gamma$ and $\eta$ are the hyper parameters controlling the range and steepness of the sigmoid function, respectively.

### C. Self-Refining Gumbel Softmax

The action category probability distribution at each time step can be obtained through a fully connected operation and a softmax activation to the final feature. Let $\{\pi^t_i | i = 1, 2, \ldots, L\}$ be the obtained action category probability distribution at time step $t$, where $L$ is the number of action categories, and the action category is predicted from the distribution $\{\pi^t_i\}$. To fully exploit the action distribution information, we predict the action category by sampling from the distribution with the Gumbel max trick which has been successfully used in training generative models and reinforcement learning [72], [73]. The Gumbel max is formulated as

$$\tilde{y}^t = \text{onehot}(\arg \max_j \tilde{y}^t_j, L),$$

$$\tilde{y}^t = \log(\pi^t_j) + g^t_j, \quad (8)$$

where onehot($i, L$) is a function returns a one-hot vector with the length of $L$ and the $i$-th element value of 1, and $g^t_j$ is a random variable drawn from the Gumbel(0, 1) distribution and independent with each other.

Eq. (8) cannot be used as the final action category distribution for three considerations. First, $\tilde{y}^t$ is non-differentiable due to the arg max function, which results in that the network cannot be trained via the back-propagation algorithm. Second, there should be other action category distribution vectors between different one-hot vectors since the ambiguous information at the early stages of typical realistic videos makes it difficult to give correct predictions. For example, the sub-action “run” would appear at the early stage of either the action “long jump” or the action “high jump”, which indicates that the two actions have a common sub-action, and the transition between the two one-hot distribution vectors of the actions should be smooth. Third, the confidence at the time step $t$ in Eq. (7) should be taken into account to ensure that a high confidence brings a sharp distribution and vice versa. In other words, the category distribution in this work should be converged from continuous to discrete along with the growing prediction confidence from the observer instead of the increasing training epochs.

Based on the above considerations, we propose a self-refining Gumbel softmax sampler for jointly learning the category distribution and the prediction confidence. At the time step $t$, the output distribution of the $i$-th category is refined by the confidence $c^t$, expressed as

$$y^t = \frac{\exp(c^t(\log(\pi^t_i) + g^t_i))}{\sum_{j=1}^L \exp(c^t(\log(\pi^t_j) + g^t_j))}. \quad (9)$$

It can be observed that $y^t$ equals to taking softmax transformation on $c^t \cdot \tilde{y}^t$, which is differentiable and used to approximate the operator in Eq. (8). The term $g^t_j$ makes it possible to choose the action label with non-maximum probability when the output probability is close to a uniform distribution. Once the prediction is right, the confidence value will become larger, which means that the potential information is discovered. The output distribution will become sharper and approximate to the one-hot distribution when $c^t$ grows larger, since that

$$\tilde{y}^t = \lim_{c^t \to \infty} y^t. \quad (10)$$

The prediction confidence and the category distribution are jointly learned by optimizing SPR-Net with self-refining Gumbel softmax. During training, the refinement of category distribution by the confidence enables the model to learn more discriminative features for action prediction, since the learned features gain more attentions when the self-refining Gumbel sampler generates sharper prediction distribution with higher confidence. Moreover, the prediction of the category distribution also has a positive effect on the confidence to enable the
The proposed model makes timely correct decisions. In particular, the predictions guide the adjustment of the confidence during training, which helps the model locate the earliest frame in a video that can produce a large confidence increment in a video in the test phase. Consequently, the processes of predicting the category distribution and learning the prediction confidence are mutually beneficial to each other for high predicting accuracy and low observational latency.

IV. SPARSE SELF-ATTENTION (SSA) OF MOTIONS

In order to effectively exploit the motion information with close relevance to the action prediction task, we propose a sparse self-attention model to learn the frame-level motion features, as shown in Fig. 4. This mechanism allows the local spatio-temporal features extracted by Res3D to be aggregated into the frame-level motion feature at each time step. Since only the prediction-relevant action information is needed, the proposed SSA module is integrated into SPR-Net for learning to highlight most useful local features and get rid of noisy ones in an end-to-end manner. Considering that there are multiple salient local features in a video clip, SSA applies attention operations more than once for each group of local features at each time step and concatenates the output attended features into the frame-level motion feature. A sparse mechanism and a penalty term are introduced to generate attention weights via sparsemax for reducing the redundancy. The penalty term keeps the diversity of attention operations at each time step.

To be specific, the local spatio-temporal features of the i-th frame in a video are obtained by using the \((i-15)\)-th to the \(i\)-th frames as input of Res3D. When \(i \leq 15\), the input frames are padded with the first frame of the video. The local spatio-temporal features of each frame are represented by a matrix \(X = [x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N] \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times N}\), where \(x_n \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times 1}\) represents the feature vector of the \(n\)-th spatial grid, \(N\) is the number of spatial grids, and \(M\) is the number of feature maps.

Given \(X\) as input, we apply \(K\) times attention operations to obtain features \(v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_K\), where \(v_k\) represents the feature vector after the \(k\)-th attention operation given by

\[
v_k = Xa_k^T. \tag{11}
\]

\(a_k = [a_k^1, \ldots, a_k^N] \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times N}\) stands for the \(k\)-th attention weights. The frame-level motion feature \(v\) at each time step is described by the concatenation of \(v_k\), \(k = 1, 2, \ldots, K\). Note that there is no need to align them before concatenation, because all the weighted features lie in a space spanned by the local spatio-temporal features \(x_1, \ldots, x_N\). The space of the \(k\)-th weighted feature is formulated by \(\sum_{i=1}^{N} a_k^i x_i / \sum_{i=1}^{N} a_k^i \geq 0\).

The \(K\) groups of attention weights are calculated by using \(K\)-non-linear mapping functions. It is equivalent to calculating a matrix of attention weights \(A = [a_1^T, a_2^T, \ldots, a_K^T]^T\):

\[
A = \text{sparsemax}(A),
\]

\[
A = W_1 \text{ReLU}(W_2 X + b_2) + b_1, \tag{12}
\]

where \(W_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times d}\) and \(W_2 \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times M}\) are the weight matrices, \(b_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times N}\) and \(b_2 \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times N}\) are the biases matrices that are derived from two vectors of \(K\) and \(d\) dimensions tiled by \(N\) times. \(\text{sparsemax}(\cdot)\) denotes the sparsemax operation which is performed along the second dimension of the input matrix.

Since the sparsemax is operated in rows, we just take the \(k\)-th row \(\hat{a}_k = [\hat{a}_k^1, \ldots, \hat{a}_k^N]\) in \(A\) for explanation. For \(\hat{a}_k\), the sparsemax aims at optimizing

\[
\text{sparsemax}\left(\hat{a}_k\right) = \arg \min_{a \in \mathbb{B}^N} \|a_k - \hat{a}_k\|_2. \tag{13}
\]

where \(\mathbb{B}^N = \{b \in \mathbb{R}^N | 1^T b = 1, b \geq 0\}\) is the \(N\)-dimensional simplex, and \(1\) is a \(N\)-dimensional vector with all the elements equal to 1. The optimization problem in Eq. (13) can be solved by projecting the point \(\hat{a}_k\) onto the simplex \(\mathbb{B}^N\).

Concretely, firstly the elements of the vector \(\hat{a}_k\) are sorted in a descending order, given by \(\hat{a}_k^{(1)} \geq \hat{a}_k^{(2)} \geq \ldots \geq \hat{a}_k^{(N)}\), where \(\hat{a}_k^{(i)} \in \{\hat{a}_k^1, \ldots, \hat{a}_k^N\}, \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}\). The subscript \(i^*\) is then selected to satisfy

\[
i^* = \max\{i \in \mathbb{N}^+ | 1 + i\hat{a}_k^{(i)} > \sum_{j=1}^{i} \hat{a}_k^{(j)}, i \leq N\}. \tag{14}
\]

Then, the function \(\delta(\cdot) \in \mathbb{R}\) is defined as

\[
\delta(\hat{a}_k) = \frac{1}{i^*} (\sum_{j=1}^{i^*} \hat{a}_k^{(j)} - 1). \tag{15}
\]

Finally, the solution of the sparsemax \(a_k\) is described as

\[
a_k = \max(\hat{a}_k - \delta(\hat{a}_k) \cdot 1, 0). \tag{16}
\]

To ensure the diversity of the \(K\) groups of attention weights, a penalty term \(P\) is needed as follows:

\[
P = ||AA^T - AA^T \odot I||_F^2, \tag{17}
\]

where \(\cdot \odot \cdot\) is Frobenius normalization, and \(I\) is an identity matrix. The penalty term \(P\) restricts the value of non-diagonal elements in \(AA^T\) to approximate to 0, where each element of \(AA^T\) is the summation of the corresponding elements of two attention weight vectors: \(a_i a_j^T, \forall i \neq j\). Thus there will be
few overlaps between \( a_i \) and \( a_j \), which means that the \( i \)-th and the \( j \)-th attention operations have selected different salient features. Compared with [74] that uses softmax activation for generating attention distributions, the proposed penalty term need not add the L2 regularization to the diagonal elements for sparsity. Moreover, it is easy to optimize the term \( P \) because the attention weight vectors are sparse via the sparsemax activation.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Datasets

Extensive experiments are conducted on the UT-Interaction [75], BIT-Interaction [76], UCF101 [77], THUMOS14 [78], and ActivityNet [79] datasets to evaluate the proposed method by reporting the mean accuracy of predictions.

1) UT-Interaction: The UT-Interaction dataset consists of videos covering six human-human interaction categories, i.e., shake-hands, point, hug, push, kick and punch. Not only actors are contained in the videos, but also some irrelevant pedestrians are present. The dataset contains 120 videos and is divided into two sets. We evaluate the action prediction performances on this dataset using 10-fold leave-one-out cross validation per set by following [75].

2) BIT-Interaction: The BIT-Interaction dataset contains eight human interaction categories in realistic scenes, i.e., bow, boxing, handshake, high-five, hug, kick, pat and push. The videos are captured with cluttered backgrounds, moving objects and partial occluded body parts. It totally consists of 400 videos, with 50 videos per class. Each video is annotated by one category label. 272 videos are randomly sampled for training and the rest is for testing, which is the same as the setting in [76].

3) UCF101: The UCF101 dataset comprises of 101 action categories with 13,320 realistic video clips which are collected from YouTube. The dataset can be divided into five types: Human-Object Interaction, Body-Motion only, Human-Human Interaction, Playing Musical Instruments and Sports. The large variations in camera motion, object scale, viewpoint and illumination conditions make the UCF101 dataset extremely challenging. This dataset has three standard training/test splits for evaluation and we follow the setting in [77].

4) THUMOS14: The THUMOS14 dataset has the same action categories with the UCF101 dataset. It contains 2,584 untrimmed videos, which are split into a validation set with 1,010 videos and a testing set with 1,574 videos. Practically, there are only 20 action categories used for evaluating the methods of temporal action localization [80], [81]: BaseballPitch, BasketballDunk, Billiards, CleanAndJerk, CliffDiving, CricketBowling, CricketShot, Diving, FrisbeeCatch, GolfSwing, HammerThrow, HighJump, JavelinThrow, LongJump, PoleVault, ShotPut, SoccerPenalty, TennisSwing, ThrowDiscus, and VolleyballSpiking. The videos in the THUMOS14 dataset are all untrimmed videos, each of which contains no less than one action of the same category. We choose videos from the commonly used 20 categories to evaluate the action prediction performances on untrimmed videos. During training, we cut the selected videos into short clips according to the following standard. Only the first action with non-action related frames before the starting of the action in a video is clipped as the experimental videos. The action-irrelevant frames ahead of the actions are randomly selected ranging from 0% to 30% of the length of their corresponding actions, which produces the length variation of videos to make the dataset more challenging. As a result, in total we collect 413 videos of 20 action categories, where 200 videos collected from the validation set are regarded as the training data, and 213 videos collected from the testing set serve as the testing data. Videos of the actions of “CliffDiving” and “Diving” are similar with different annotations, so we merge the two categories and the total number of action categories on the THUMOS14 dataset is 19 in our experiment. During testing, although each video in the THUMOS14 dataset contains multiple action segments of the same category, for easily observable results, we report the performances on the first action of each video which is operated as the training data.

5) ActivityNet: The ActivityNet dataset contains 4,819 training and 2,383 validation videos, which totally provides 7,202 untrimmed videos of 100 actions. Each video contains about 1.7 action instance in average. On this dataset, we conduct the same pre-processing operation as THUMOS14.

Note that we use the THUMOS14 and the ActivityNet datasets instead of other small-scale video datasets for the evaluation on untrimmed videos because they are the most challenging video datasets that contain more realistic and complex action videos.

B. Implementation Details

1) Feature Representation: The frame-level scene and local spatio-temporal features are extracted from ResNet-152 [69] and Res3D [70], respectively. For the scene feature, each frame is extracted from the last convolutional layer (pool5) of ResNet-152 which is pre-trained on the large scale ImageNet dataset. For the local spatio-temporal feature, the local spatio-temporal features are derived from the spatial grids of the last convolutional layer of Res3D before the pooling operation (res5b). Res3D is pre-trained on the Sports-1M dataset. We fine-tune Res3D using the training data of the BIT-Interaction, UT-Interaction and the UCF101 datasets for their respective experiments. For the THUMOS14 and ActivityNet datasets, we do not fine-tune Res3D for the reason that the background parts of untrimmed videos might mislead the model on representing motion features while fine-tuning. The local spatio-temporal features are then aggregated spatially by the sparse self-attention module into the frame-level motion feature.

2) Data Augmentation: To avoid the over-fitting problem, several data augmentation strategies are employed. We make geometric transformations following [8]. The color transformation is performed by shifting the HSV channels. The values of \( S \) and \( V \) are adjusted by factors randomly selected in the range of 0.9 to 1.1. Note that, we also randomly cut off the first few frames of videos to augment videos, and the numbers
of these frames are limited to less than one-third of the total frame numbers of their corresponding videos.

3) Parameter Setting: For the temporal hybrid network, the units of the GRU layers are empirically set to 1,024. The kernel size $p$ of Conv1D is set to 5, and the filter size is set to 128. For the incremental confidence learner, we use two fully connected layers with 128 and 1 units, and a ReLU activation to learn the confidence value. For the self-refining Gumbel softmax, the parameters $\gamma$ and $\eta$ in Eq. 7 are set to 2 and 0.01, respectively. For SSA, the number of attention operations $K$ is set to 3. We use the cross-entropy loss to optimize the proposed model. The coefficients of the cross-entropy loss function and the penalty term are set to 1 and 50, respectively, for balancing their order of magnitude. We use dropout with the rate of 0.5 and the Adam optimization algorithm for training. Our model is implemented using TensorFlow [82] tool on a Titan X GPU with 12G memory.

C. Results on Untrimmed Video Datasets

1) Comparison With State-of-the-Art Methods: To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed method for predicting actions in untrimmed videos, we compare our method with several state-of-the-art methods: MTSSVM [3], DeepSCN [7], MS-LSTM [8], mem-LSTM [9], and MSRNN [27]. For fair comparison, all these methods use both ResNet and Res3D features as video representations which is the same as our method. Specifically, for MS-LSTM, mem-LSTM and MSRNN, we connect the SSA module with these networks to integrate the local spatio-temporal Res3D features into global motion features. Since MTSSVM and DeepSCN are not end-to-end trainable frameworks, SSA cannot be applied to them. So we aggregate the local spatio-temporal features of the res5b layer of Res3D using average pooling and concatenate this feature with the ResNet-152 feature after $l_2$ normalization as the input features of MTSSVM and DeepSCN (we also tried other feature fusion strategies, and the best results are derived from using this strategy). We report the action prediction accuracies at observation ratios $\{0.1, 0.5, 1.0\}$ on untrimmed THUMOS14 and ActivityNet datasets in Table I, which shows that SPR-Net outperforms other models on both datasets. Particularly, it is clearly observed that our model achieves much higher accuracies of 64.3% and 43.6% at the observation ratio of 0.1 than other models, respectively, which further validates the effectiveness of our method on predicting actions in early parts of videos.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>THUMOS14</th>
<th>ActivityNet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTSSVM [3]</td>
<td>50.9</td>
<td>55.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepSCN [7]</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>64.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-LSTM [8]</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>66.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mem-LSTM [9]</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>70.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSRNN [27]</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>70.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>70.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Evaluation on the Self-Refining Mechanism With Confidence: The self-refining mechanism is implemented by the union of the self-refining Gumbel softmax sampler and the incremental confidence learner. In this subsection, we first separately evaluate the Gumbel softmax sampler and the confidence learner, and then show and analyze some qualitative results of the self-refining mechanism.

We compare our self-refining Gumbel softmax loss with other three losses: softmax loss, anticipation loss [8] and memory loss [9]. For fair comparison, same input features and a same structure of temporal hybrid model are used for these losses. Fig. 5 illustrates the prediction accuracies of different losses at different observation ratios on the THUMOS14 dataset. The accuracy gaps between our loss and other losses are obviously large at the early stage (observation ratio = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3), which verifies that our method is effective on coping with the irrelevant information in untrimmed videos for action prediction, and our network is able to yield correct prediction as soon as the discriminative information appears. The accuracy gaps among these methods become small as the observation ratio close to 1.0 (i.e. the entire video is observed), which indicates that SSA and temporal hybrid network can stably represent the global action information in videos.

To validate the rationale of setting the confidence value to be monotonically non-decreasing over time, we remove the constraint of non-decreasing involved in the incremental confidence learner of our model referred to as “w/o Increment”. As a contrast, we call our full model “Increment”. Table II shows the comparisons of the accuracies and average confidence values between the two models. As can be observed from the table, the confidence value of “w/o Increment” is still growing over time, and the action prediction performance declines slightly. We show the changes of average confidence values of the test samples at each time step during training in Fig. 6. An interesting phenomenon is that the confidence value grows larger with the increasing training epochs, which further confirms that the confidence is the assessment of the decision quality of a prediction model and the level of confidence grows with the gain of information. We also note that curves of “Increment” is relatively smooth.
TABLE II
ACCURACIES (%) OF DIFFERENT CONFIDENCE SETTINGS ON THE THUMOS14 DATASET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observation Ratio</th>
<th>0.1</th>
<th>0.2</th>
<th>0.3</th>
<th>0.4</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.6</th>
<th>0.7</th>
<th>0.8</th>
<th>0.9</th>
<th>1.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confidence Value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o Increment</td>
<td>1.631</td>
<td>1.681</td>
<td>1.727</td>
<td>1.771</td>
<td>1.810</td>
<td>1.849</td>
<td>1.881</td>
<td>1.927</td>
<td>1.960</td>
<td>1.982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increment</td>
<td>1.631</td>
<td>1.678</td>
<td>1.725</td>
<td>1.766</td>
<td>1.804</td>
<td>1.844</td>
<td>1.888</td>
<td>1.915</td>
<td>1.946</td>
<td>1.975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prediction Accuracy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o Increment</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>65.6</td>
<td>66.1</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>68.3</td>
<td>70.9</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>72.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increment</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>72.6</td>
<td>73.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III
ACCURACIES (%) OF DIFFERENT TEMPORAL NETWORKS ON THE THUMOS14 DATASET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Observation Ratio</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conv1D + GRU</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>64.4</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td>69.9</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>71.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv1D + Conv1D</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>65.3</td>
<td>66.4</td>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>69.9</td>
<td>69.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRU + GRU</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>68.6</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>70.4</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>71.3</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>71.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRU + Conv1D (ours)</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>72.6</td>
<td>73.7</td>
<td>73.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Trends of average confidence values at each time step during training of different confidence settings.

The confidence value without drastic changes could guarantee a stable model during training. It might explain the reason why “Increment” performs slightly better than “w/o Increment”.

Some qualitative experiments of the self-refining mechanism are conducted, and the results are shown in Fig. 7. It is interesting to notice that a significant performance improvement is always accompanied with an large increase of the confidence value. The increasing rate of the confidence and the correctness of the prediction are positively related, which is consistent with our statement that the confidence and prediction decision affect each other. An obvious performance improvement of our method over the method with the anticipation loss clearly validates the effectiveness of the proposed self-refining mechanism. Different from the anticipation loss using temporal information as the penalty for prediction, our method refines the prediction results according to the learned confidence value.

Since the confidence value changes with the variation of video content and quickly increases when the prediction turns out to be right, our method is more reasonable and close to the intuitive sense than using the temporal information. Especially in untrimmed action videos, our method is able to distinguish the action related and unrelated information via the confidence learning. Compared with the memory loss which mainly focuses on remembering video segments that are “hard to predict”, our method aims at exploiting rather than remembering the discriminative information from these kinds of segments using the confidence mechanism. Thus, our method is more suitable for predicting untrimmed videos that contain various background clips before action starts.

3) Evaluation on the Temporal Hybrid Network: To evaluate the effectiveness of the temporal hybrid structure, several comparative experiments have been conducted by randomly selecting one module from GRU and Conv1D twice to generate four temporal networks, i.e., GRU+GRU, Conv1D+GRU, Conv1D+Conv1D and GRU+Conv1D (ours). Table III compares the results of the four temporal networks. It is interesting to observe that:

   (i) At the large observation ratios, the networks containing at least one GRU perform better. It is because GRU can record video information from the beginning of the video, while Conv1D can only capture information from a few time steps before the current time limited by its kernel size.

   (ii) At the early stage, the networks with Conv1D as the second layer outperforms others, which shows the better performance of the 1D convolutional operation than GRU on characterizing video clips with the same length for classification.

   (iii) The networks with Conv1D as the first layer show overall relatively bad performance. The main reason is that the cascade of ResNet and the first Conv1D are not so complementary to the Res3D to capture enough useful clues for classification. In other words, they both operate convolutions along the space and time dimensions, which leads to that the scene and motion features share similar patterns.

4) Evaluation on SSA: In order to evaluate the contribution of SSA to the prediction performance, we perform an ablation study on the amount of the attention operations $K$, the sparsemax, and the importance of the penalty term in Eq. 17, as shown in Table IV. The 1-st row in Table IV indicates the method using average pooling. The 2-nd row
indicates a vanilla attention method with sparsemax. The 3-rd, 6-th, 7-th and 8-th rows represent the proposed sparse self-attention mechanism with different numbers of attention operations, with or without the sparsemax, and with or without the penalty term.

From Table IV, we can observe that the methods of the 3-rd to the 8-th rows perform much better than the method of the 1-st row, which verifies that the self-attention mechanism is useful for representing videos. Comparing the 3-rd, 6-th and 7-th rows, we can qualitatively conclude that performing more attention operations can learn more discriminative representation to improve the prediction performance. When $K$ grows to 4 (the 7-th row), the performance slightly decreases. The probable reasons are: (i) There may not be many useful regions in a video to represent actions, and a large $K$ might cause the information redundancy. (ii) Too many model parameters caused by a large $K$ may cause the overfitting problem while training. The results of the 4-th and the 6-th rows suggest that the proposed attention mechanism benefits from the sparsity of the attention weights. The results
Fig. 8. Visualization of attention maps on the THUMOS14 and the ActivityNet datasets. Attended regions of different attention operations are shown by different colors. Since each figure herein is the last frame of the video subsegment for extracting local spatio-temporal features, the attention regions in the frame might be slightly drifted.

TABLE IV
ABLATION STUDIES OF THE SELF-ATTENTION MECHANISM ON THE THUMOS14 DATASET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>Attention</th>
<th>Sparse</th>
<th>Penalty Term</th>
<th>Observation Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>0.1 0.5 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>55.3 59.2 61.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>61.5 68.4 68.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>64.2 69.2 70.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>61.6 66.1 69.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>62.9 66.8 71.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>64.3 70.5 73.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>66.5 68.3 68.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE V
ACCURACIES (%) OF DIFFERENT METHODS ON THE UT-INTERACTION DATASET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Observation Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.1 0.5 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-BoW [1]</td>
<td>17.4 70.0 85.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-BoW [1]</td>
<td>15.2 65.0 81.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CuboidBayes [1]</td>
<td>— 25.0 71.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical Moveemes[4]</td>
<td>35.4 76.1 85.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTSSVM [3]</td>
<td>34.7 76.7 90.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP-SVM [10]</td>
<td>12.5 13.0 14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-SVM [10]</td>
<td>11.0 11.0 13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMAPM [24]</td>
<td>41.8 76.7 90.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-LSTM [8]</td>
<td>— 84.0 90.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Context Model [83]</td>
<td>50.8 83.3 92.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (cropped)</td>
<td>79.2 85.3 90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (uncropped)</td>
<td>55.8 85.0 91.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV
ABLATION STUDIES OF THE SELF-ATTENTION MECHANISM ON THE THUMOS14 DATASET

of the 5-th and the 6-th rows show the importance of the penalty term.

We also visualize the learned attention weights of different attention operations of several examples from the THUMOS14 and ActivityNet datasets. We upsample the attention weights calculated by each attention operation to the size of the corresponding video frame by cubic interpolation. From Fig. 8, it can be seen that the attentions are usually focus on the most relevant regions, such as the violin in (a), water in (b), and audience in (c) and (e). We also observe that the attended regions are always located in the black areas of the frames with relative simple scene such the figure in (f). It is probably due to that the proposed model prefers black information rather than too much noisy information for classification.

D. Results on Trimmed Video Datasets

We also apply our method to trimmed videos to further evaluate its performance.

1) Comparison With State-of-the-Art Methods: We compare our method with several state-of-the-art methods on three trimmed video datasets, i.e., the UT-Interaction, the BIT-Interaction and the UCF101 datasets. According to the evaluation standards of some off-the-shelf methods of action prediction [7]–[9] on the three datasets, we report the prediction accuracies at different observation ratios of {0.1, 0.5, 1.0}.

On the UT-Interaction dataset, we conduct experiments using two versions of the dataset provided by the website.1 The difference between the two versions is whether video frames are cropped based on the ground truth bounding box. Table V shows that our method performs better than most of the state-of-the-art methods on the UT-Interaction dataset. It is worth noting that at the observation ratio of 0.1, the proposed model outperforms all the other methods, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our method on the action prediction task. We also observe that at the observation ratio of 1.0, the advantage of our method is not apparent compared with some methods [3], [24] which use hand-crafted features and SVMs to predict actions. The probable reason is that it is much easier to run into the overfitting problem when training our deep network on the small dataset, which degrades the prediction performance. [83] performs better

1 http://cvrc.ece.utexas.edu/SDHA2010/Human_Interaction.html
that our method at the observation ratio of 1.0. Probably due to that [83] is particularly designed for interaction video prediction and they train a detector using extra bounding box annotations to crop the body parts of each actor in the video for more precise action representation. The results on the BIT-Interaction dataset are reported in Table VI. It is obvious that our method achieves a significant improvement of performance on the dataset and even gets 100% accuracy when the observed part is just half of the full video.

We notice that our method achieves impressive performances at the observation ratio of 0.1 on the aforementioned two datasets. It indicates that our model is able to discover discriminative information from the video frames for early action prediction. Besides, our model can be trained in an end-to-end manner which has the merit of learning finer and relevant features for classification, while the compared frameworks except [8], [83] on the two dataset are not end-to-end trainable. It is obvious that informative clues at the early stage of videos are subtle and hard to discover. And especially, our method contains the mechanisms that are dedicated to processing discriminative information, such as Conv1D for learning discriminative representation, SSA for discovering salient information, and the confidence for judging the quality of decisions derived from the video.

Experiments are also conducted on the more challenging UCF101 dataset. The results shown in Table VII demonstrate the superiority of our method. Especially at the early stage, our method performs much better than prior works, which proves that SPR-Net is able to predict actions with high accuracy and low latency of classification by effectively removing noisy information. When the videos are fully observed, our method achieves comparable results with [7], [9]. The reason might come from the different video features. Using diverse features for representing videos could contribute to the high performance, such as the combination of either optical flow or dense trajectories [9] and the RGB based features. In this paper, we just use RGB based features to guarantee the efficiency of our method. Because calculating the optical flow and trajectories is time consuming, and if the model cannot output predictions promptly, it will lose its practical meaning. What’s more, this paper focuses on the action prediction task, i.e., to make accurate prediction with low observational latency, rather than the action recognition problem which classifies the actions after the video is fully observed.

On both BIT-Interaction and UCF101 datasets, we find that the accuracies drop slightly when the observation ratio rise from 0.5 to 1.0. There are two possible reasons for this phenomenon: (1) the gradient vanishing problem may exist in the GRU model of SPR-Net, and the temporal information may be lost during the back propagation of gradient which degrades the accuracy; (2) the settings of kernel size of Conv1D is and the number of Conv1D layer lead to the receptive field less than the temporal length, which might cause some important information of the early stage being missing.

2) Comparison of Different Features: We report experimental results of our method using different features on the UCF101 dataset to validate the generalization of our model and to provide fair comparisons between our method and other state-of-the-art methods on this dataset. Three kinds of features used in [7]–[9], [27] are employed for comparison:

- 2D CNN. We follow the settings in [8] and extract the context-aware and action-aware features from the VGG-16 [84] as the input of SPR-Net.
- Two-stream CNN. Following [9], VGG-19 [84] and ResNet-18 [69] are pre-trained for the optical flow and RGB images on the UCF101 dataset, respectively. And we replace the Res3D and ResNet-152 features with the extracted two-stream features from VGG-19 and ResNet-18, respectively.
- 3D CNN. Following [7], the features are extracted from C3D [85] pre-trained on the Sports-1M dataset. To fed the features into SPR-Net, we leverage the 4096-d feature of the fc7 layer as the input to the GRU module and leverage the features of the pool5 layer as the local spatio-temporal features.
Table VIII shows the comparison results. It is evident that our method outperforms others when using the same input features.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented that the core of action prediction is to generate self-assessment (prediction confidence) to judge whether the information is enough for inferring the correct action label, and to adjust the decisions according to the self-assessment like metacognitive processes of human beings. A Self Prediction Refining Network (SPR-Net) is thus proposed for action prediction in untrimmed videos. In SPR-Net, an incremental confidence learner is built, which can dynamically learn the confidence value for making predictions. In parallel, a temporal hybrid network learns the action representation for generating the action category distribution. The self-prediction refining mechanism can be accomplished by a self-refining Gumbel softmax sampler that models the relationship between the prediction confidence and the category distribution. In addition, we have built a Sparse Self-Attention (SSA) module which is readily pluggable into other networks to encode local spatio-temporal features into the frame-level motion representation. With the help of the SSA module, the action prediction performance can be further improved. Comprehensive experiments on five public action datasets show the superior performances of the proposed method for early action prediction. In the future, we will focus on a more difficult and realistic task, i.e., predicting multiple actions in one video by learning a multi-label action classifier.
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